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_AD_E7_BA_A7_c84_259785.htm Exclude(5次)1. It is my hope

that everyone in this class should ____ their errors before it is too

late. (05/12)A) expel B) exclude C) refute D)rectify2. Weve just

installed a fan to ____ cooking smells from the kitchen.

(03/6)A)eject B)exclude C)expel D)exile 3. As soon as the boy was

able to earn his own living he ______ his parents strictrules.(01/1)A)

defied B) refuted C) excluded D) vetoed4. The accident

__________ him of his sight and the use of hi s legs. (97/1)A)

excluded B) disabled C) deprived D) gripped5. In general, matters

which lie entirely within state borders are the______ concern of state

governments. (97/1)A) extinct B) excluding C) excessive D)

exclusive Intuition(4次)1. Most mathematicians trust their

________ in solving problems and readily admit they would not be

able to function without it. (05/1)A) conception B) perception C)

intuition D) cognition2. It is no ____that a large number of violent

crimes are committed under the influence of alcohol. (03/9)A)

coincidence B) correspondence C) inspiration D) intuition3. His

_______ was telling him that something was wrong.(00/1)A)

intuition B) hypothesis C) inspiration D) sentiment4. It is very

strange but I had an ______ that the plane would crash. (99/1)A)

inspiration B) intuition C) imagination D) incentive Incline(3次)1.

In addition to the rising birthrate and immigration, the _____ death

rate contributed to the population growth. (03/6)A) inclining B)



increasing C) declining D) descending 2. Astronauts are ____ all

kinds of tests before they are actually sent up in a spacecraft.

(02/6)A) inclined to B) subjected to C) prone to D) bound to3.

Generally, it is only when animals are trapped that they ________ to

violence in order to escape. (98/6)A) proceed B) appeal C) resort D)

incline Indignant(3次)1. The members of Parliament were

________ that the government had not consulted them. (02/1)A)

impatient B) tolerant C) crude D) indignant 2. Mr. Smith became

very ______ when it was suggested that he had made a mistake.

(00/6)A) ingenious B) empirical C) objective D) indignant 3. I was

deeply impressed by the hostess ______ and enjoyed the dinner

party very much. (99/6)A) hostility B) indignation C) hospitality D)

humanity Guarantee(2次)1. Every member of society has to make a

______ to struggle for the freedom of the country. (99/6)A) pledge

B) warranty C) resolve D) guarantee2. The basic causes are

unknown, although certain conditions that may lead to cancer have

been _______ . (99/1)A) identified B) guaranteed C) notified D)

conveyed Haul(2次)1. If you want to get into that tunnel, you first

have to ____ away all the rocks.(03/12)A) haul B) repel C) dispose

D) snatch2. If you want to get into that tunnel, you first have to

_______ away all the rocks. (00/1)A) haul B) transfer C) repel D)
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